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Abstract. Light field (LF) is a 4-D function representing the light radiance in free space in terms of rays. A dense grid of
cameras, parameterized by two planes, captures an LF: the sensor plane and the focal plane. Multi-camera images stack
in volumes, and when sliced, form epipolar plane images (EPI). In EPI, lines with the same slope represent object points
at the same scene depth. Thus, the synthesis of new views can be formulated as a problem of interpolation in EPI domain.
In this contribution, we propose a three-pass algorithm for LF interpolation in EPI domain. Each EPI is sheared by a
factor determined by the dominant slope, employing fast DCT-based fractional shifts. In sheared EPI, dominant lines
appear vertical and can be easily interpolated. ‘De-shearing’ reconstructs EPI’s original geometry. We analyze the
performance of the proposed LF interpolation in Fourier domain and illustrate it with examples of virtual view synthesis
from dense multi-camera imagery.
Keywords: epipolar plane image
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INTRODUCTION
A modern approach in 3D scene capture and visualization is to deal with the light emanated or reflected by 3D
objects. A modern framework for light sensing and reproduction is based on the notation of the plenoptic function
[1] and its 4D LF approximation [2]. As light is sensed by discrete sensors, the problem of LF manipulation
becomes a problem of reconstruction of a continuous LF from a (relatively) small number of measurements [3],
using no explicit geometry [2] or limited geometry information about the scene [4]. In such a framework, the
notation of Epipolar Plane Image (EPI) plays a key role [5, 6, 7, 8].
In this article, we adopt the LF and EPI formalism and address the LF reconstruction problem making the
following assumptions: (a) the light measurements are taken from a set of parallel-optical-axes cameras uniformly
positioned on a fixed line; (b) some geometrical information about the 3D scene depth layers is available (as in [5]).
Our aim is to develop a technique for synthesizing intermediate camera views based on LF reconstruction. We
propose a reconstruction method based on DCT-based shearing and present and discuss important properties of this
method along with experimental results demonstrating its effectiveness.

THE LIGHT FIELD AND EPI REPRESENTATION
The plenoptic function, as defined by Adelson and Bergen in [1], describes the structure of light emanated by 3D
scenes in terms of collection of rays. It is a multi-dimensional function of seven variables (
),
where
are azimuthal and polar angles (spherical coordinates) of the viewing direction,
are Cartesian
coordinates of the viewing position, is the wavelength of the observed light and is the time. For practical use, this
function can be degraded to what is called 4D LF, assuming a static scene, bounded by a convex hull, which
emanates light rays with constant wavelength [2]. Thus, an LF sample represents the intensity along a geometrical
ray. One of the possible parameterizations of the LF is the two-plane parameterization [2], where each ray in space
), where ( ) are the
is indexed by four coordinates of its intersection with two parallel planes (
coordinates of the intersection point on the first (“camera”) plane, whereas (
) are the coordinates of the
intersection point on the second (“image”) plane relative to ( ). The LF formalism allows analyzing data captured
by multi-camera setups [9] as well as developing novel plenoptic cameras [10]. It is a native and elegant formulation

especially for the case of light sensing by a set of rectified cameras positioned on a fixed line providing horizontal
parallax only (fixed
). This kind of acquisition can be described as a discrete sampling of the continuous
function (
) by a set of parallel-(to- )-optical-axes pinhole cameras positioned on discrete coordinates on.
For each pinhole camera position, a 2D image is captured. These images are stacked together along the -axis and
) are located at the
the captured LF data appears as a set of discrete image samples (
), where (
vertices of the image plane uniform sampling grid:
.
Assume uniformly placed cameras over the -axis at a distance
between neighboring cameras: the coordinates of
the sensing (given) cameras are given by
. The intermediate view generation
problem can be formulated as reconstruction of the continuous (over -axis) function (
) given the
available set of measurements (
). Figure 1 demonstrates the LF parameterization for a 3D scene
composed of three dices at different depths (Fig. 1(a)). The stack of images along is shown in Fig. 1(b), and a slice
of the stack (an EPI) is shown in Fig. 1(c).

(a)
(b)
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FIGURE 1. (a) Test 3D scene captured by a row of pinhole cameras with focal distance f, where -axis is the camera plane and
-axis is the image plane. (b) The stack of 2D images captured by cameras positioned along the -axis. (c) EPI obtained for
certain fixed value of . Each point feature in scene appears in EPI as a line with slope depending on its depth. (d) Magnitude of
Fourier transform of an EPI, one can see the dominating constant depths as lines with corresponding slopes in Fourier domain.

The EPI has a distinct structure such that for each point of the 3D scene there is a corresponding line in EPI with
slope depending on the depth of this point. For a fixed scene point with depth value
the disparity in the image
(
) (Fig. 1(a, c)). With Lambertian
plane between two cameras positioned at and
is
reflectance assumption on the 3D scene, the sample values of the LF function are constant along the line with
slope in the ( )-axis plane (i.e., in the EPI). For a scene limited in the -axis by
, the
spectrum of the LF’s epipolar-plane slice (
) is limited by a characteristic bow-tie shape as shown in Fig.
1(d) [5]. Note, that the slopes of the epipolar lines depend essentially on the focal length of the cameras. By
changing the position of the focal plane, one can get the same imagery with different EPI structure, where features in
focus would appear as vertical lines in the EPI. The same approach can be applied also computationally by applying
numerical re-parameterization of the LF. For fixed depth , the corresponding lines in the EPI can be transformed
) (
to vertical lines by resampling from the axes ( ) to (
) (i.e. by refocusing to the plane). The
resampling procedure is, actually, a shearing operation that is implemented by horizontal shifting of EPI rows by
arbitrary (i.e., non-integer) shifting factors determined by the line slope . Focused points in desired intermediate
views can be generated by a subsequent 1D interpolation along the vertical axis where LF samples are supposed to
be constant according to the assumption of Lambertian scene reflectance. After interpolation, an inverse shearing
would return the imagery to its original view topology. Virtual view synthesis by interpolation using EPI plane
shearing requires knowledge of the dominating depths as well as an accurate shearing algorithm. As a useful
approximation of a 3D scene depth one can assume truncated or layered and piece-wise constant depth
segmentation. Depth layering can be achieved either by an accurate depth estimation and subsequent layering [6, 11,
12] or by a direct piece-wise constant depth layering [7]. Depth estimation can be computed by sequential shears of
EPI for different candidate values and estimation of gradient in sheared EPI [11, 13]. A similar technique can be

used for synthetic aperture images generation from LF [14]. In this article, we assume given dominant depth layers,
and focus on the shearing computed by high-accuracy interpolation.

DCT-BASED EPI SHEARING
The proposed intermediate view generation approach assumes several depth layers, which are known. In EPIs,
they are represented by strips with certain slopes determined by the dominating depth of the layer. Our aim is to
make this strip predominantly vertical so that one can apply 1D interpolation method [15] along the vertical
direction in order to create new view samples. Inverse shearing (de-shearing) restores the initial image positions.
‘Verticalization’ is achieved by horizontal shifting line-by-line (shearing). Horizontal shearing in EPI domain
corresponds to vertical shearing in spectral domain so that the spectrum of the shared EPI layer gets predominantly
horizontal. Since the EPI’s spectrum is densely sampled in horizontal (“view”) direction and sparsely sampled in
vertical (“angular”) direction, the resulting (predominantly horizontal) spectrum becomes resilient to aliasing.
Shearing is applied iteratively with increasing shift factors. This solves the problem with occlusions automatically,
as small shift factors turn to vertical layers corresponding to “far” objects and bigger shift factors turn to vertical
layers corresponding to “near” objects.
),where
Consider an EPI (
and
are the vertical and horizontal
indexes of the EPI, respectively. In (

) coordinates, this gives (

)

(

) ( ). Horizontal shearing

relative to the EPI’s central row corresponds to EPI resampling at the following points:
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where
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shifted. The EPI’s row number
is shifted by the shift factor
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(
). The horizontal shearing of the EPI is implemented by
Denote the EPI row number by
1D translation of EPI row
by the shift factor
corresponding to this row. This translation can be realized by
discrete sinc interpolation in transform domain (e.g., DFT or DCT). The DFT-based row translation algorithm,
based on the Inverse Shifted DFT (IShDFT), follows directly from the Fourier shift theorem:
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where
is the DFT spectrum of the signal . This algorithm is simple and fast, however it introduces disturbing
Gibbs effects due to the periodic nature of DFT and the discontinuity of the signal
between successive periods. In
order to eliminate the Gibbs effects, it is recommended to mirror-reflect the signal , creating the signal
that is
continuous between successive periods. Applying the DFT-based algorithm (Eq. (3)) to the mirror-reflected
signal
, one can obtain the output signal ̃ that is free of Gibbs effects. However, this algorithm requires
computation of DFT and IDFT of the signal of double length
. Noting that the DFT of the mirror reflected signal
is connected to the DCT of the input signal , we can convert this “modified” Inverse Shifted DFT to the
Inverse Shifted DCT (IShDCT) operating on the original signal
of length . The DCT-based row translation
algorithm, based on the IShDCT, is defined as follows:
 Compute the DCT transform of vector :
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Modify the last DCT coefficient as follows:
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where IDCT is the Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform:
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and IDcST is the Inverse Discrete Sine Transform:
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(In our case
).
This algorithm, originally proposed for integer shifts [16] and later extended for arbitrary shifts [17], provides a
perfect discrete sinc interpolation of the input signal . It is free of Gibbs effects and has moderate computational
complexity (one DCT, one IDCT and one IDcST, all of length ). We illustrate the border effects for the cases of
DFT-based and DCT-based translation by shifting a linear (ramp) signal as shown in Fig. 2. The output of the DFTbased translation has ripples on the rising line and also a strong jump on the left border (due to the Gibbs effect). On
the other side, the output of the DCT-based translation has no ripples on the rising line and also has smooth behavior
at the left border (due to a mirror-reflection property inherent in DCT).
For completeness, one can represent the shift operation in terms of the interpolation kernel, which is based on the
discrete sinc function [17]
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of DFT-based translation and DCT-based translation of linear test signal (ramp) by integer shift factor
(a) and by non-integer shift factor
√ (b). The output of the DFT-based translation has ripples on the rising line
and also a strong jump on the left border. The output of the DCT-based translation has no ripples on the rising line and also has
smooth behavior at the left border.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our first test scene consists of three dices at different depths, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Refocused images of the
same scene are shown in Fig. 3. A horizontal slice of the image stack (an EPI) is shown in Fig. 4(a). The disparity
map of the same EPI is shown in Fig. 4(b). It consists of three layers determined by three dominant values as visible
from the disparity histogram in Fig. 4(c). Correspondingly, these three values determine the shearing values
for
the DCT-based shearing algorithm.
First, we demonstrate the reversibility of the DCT-based shearing algorithm by forward and inverse shifting of
each EPI row by the same shift factor and by different methods. Figure 5 illustrates the results in the spatial and
Fourier domains. PSNRs calculated between the original EPI and the reconstructed EPI give the following results:
linear interpolation: 42.69 dB, piecewise cubic spline interpolation: 44.62 dB, fifth order interpolating B-spline [18]:
63.67 dB, and DCT-based interpolation: 83.20 dB. Note that while all PSNRs are relatively high, the reconstructed
EPI by the DCT-based interpolation is practically indistinguishable from the original one. The above results
demonstrate, both visually and numerically, that the DCT-based interpolation is a very accurate resampling
algorithm for the case of EPI shearing. A result of new view synthesis is shown in Fig. 4(d), where the EPI is
interpolated along t axis applying the three-pass algorithm in DCT domain.

(a)
(b)
FIGURE 3. Demonstration of the refocusing effect. (a) Refocusing on the central dice. (b) Refocusing on the right dice.
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FIGURE 4. Three pass EPI interpolation algorithm. (a) EPI of the test scene. (b) Disparity map of the EPI of the test scene.
(c) Histogram of disparity values in the test scene. The selected shearing values are marked with vertical dashed lines. (d) Three
pass interpolated EPI of the test scene (
). DCT-based shearing in first and last passes of the algorithm was applied
independently on EPI segments corresponding to the selected shearing values.
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FIGURE 5. Shearing and de-shearing – comparison of linear and DCT interpolation in spatial domain (left column) and spectral
domain (right column). (a), (b) Test EPI. (c), (d) Test EPI after shearing and ‘de-shearing’ using linear interpolation. (e), (f) Test
EPI after shearing and ‘de-shearing’ using DCT interpolation. (g), (h) Difference in spatial and spectral domains between the test
EPI and the result of linear interpolation. (i), (j) Difference in spatial and spectral domains between the test EPI and the result of
DCT interpolation.

Second, we demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method against deviations of the true disparities from the
applied depth layering. The proposed algorithm assumes knowledge about depth and depth layering. Unfortunately,
both depth-from-stereo algorithms and depth sensors are imprecise in depth estimation or measurement. This
inaccurate approximation of depth emphasizes the need for reconstruction algorithm that is robust against incorrect

depth estimation, which might lead to incorrect shearing factors. Furthermore, while for typical scenes, there are
only few dominating depths (few objects at different depths), for more complex scenes, there might be considerable
depth variations within each layer which will cause imperfect ‘verticalization’ of epipolar lines. Therefore, we study
the robustness of the proposed algorithm against different incorrect shearing factors for different spatial frequencies.
In our experiment we used sinusoidal textures (Fig. 6(a)) with different frequencies placed on a plane (constant
depth), such that its ground true shearing factor is 5 pixels. We synthesize the four intermediate views between
adjacent views by the proposed algorithm and by linear interpolation applying different shearing factors, starting
from the true factor of 5 and deviating from it as far as 3. Figure 6(b, c) shows the PSNR between the ground truth
and the reconstructed intermediate four views for the interpolation methods. Both linear and DCT based algorithms
are accurate when the shearing factors are exact or close to the true one. However, with increasing the shearing
factor deviation, the DCT-based shift algorithm shows better performance than the linear interpolation shift
algorithm (c.f. Fig. 6(d, e)). Also in case of small deviation of the shearing factor from its true value, the DCT-based
interpolation method results in reconstruction quality exceeding 30 dB for all scene texture frequencies, while the
linear method gives satisfactory results only for textures with low frequencies (Fig. 6(f, g)).
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FIGURE 6. The quality of reconstruction depends on shearing parameter and texture frequency. (a) Sinusoidal texture of the test
scene placed on the flat plane positioned parallel to camera plane. In this setup plane has constant depth and correct shearing
factor is 5. (b), (c) Reconstruction quality in PSNR for different shearing factors and texture frequencies. (d), (e) Comparison of
the reconstruction quality of different interpolation methods depending on shearing factor for fixed frequencies 0.4 and 0.04.
(f), (g) Comparison of the reconstruction quality depending on frequencies for fixed shearing factors 4.4 and 3.4.

CONCLUSION
In this article we have presented a new method for intermediate view generation using DCT-based EPI-domain
shearing. Shearing in EPI domain is equivalent to refocusing of LF imagery, which re-parameterizes its presentation
so that the epipolar lines corresponding to the targeted depth appear vertical in the sheared EPIs. Vertical epipolar
lines with constant intensity are easy to interpolate with simple 1D interpolation kernels. Inverse shearing
reconstructs the original view topology. The method works on successive depth layers from back to front thus
dealing naturally with possible occlusions. Few dominant layers are sufficient since the method is insensitive to
small depth variations within the layer. The modified DCT transform is an effective arbitrary-factor shift operator,
which gives free of boundary distortions results. The experiments have shown that the DCT-based shearing method
better handles the direct and inverse shearing operation, in particular by preserving the frequency properties of the
processed views. The demonstrated robustness to inaccurate estimated shearing factors for varying frequency
components makes the proposed method very practical, as one can safely use information about depth layers
obtained from (possibly inaccurate) depth sensing and depth estimation algorithms.
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